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	Title: Master Gardeners Give Thanks for Garden Memories 
	Author: by Pam Wallace, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: The Thanksgiving tradition began as a special celebration at the conclusion of the growing season, where families and neighbors shared the bounty of their harvest.  The modern holiday has evolved into a day where families and friends gather together to share a meal, memories, and experiences of the past year for which they feel grateful.In keeping with the holiday theme of giving thanks, and remembering that the original Thanksgiving was tied to the harvest from the land, Master Gardeners thought it appropriate to share some of our favorite early garden memories for which we are grateful.  Master Gardener JoAnn Stanton started her own family tradition for Thanksgiving Day.  She takes her grandchildren on a walk to find "wishbone" shaped sticks.  They spray paint their special "wishbones" gold and set one at each place setting.  At dinner, they take turns telling what they are thankful for and then pull their wishbone with the person next to them.  This simple outdoor adventure takes on endearing significance and gives JoAnn special Grandma-time with them.Cecile Garrison has a special appreciation and love for her mother's green thumb and remembers how she fed the family with her vegetable garden.  Now Cecile is cultivating her own memories for her children and grandchildren.  No one comes for a visit without a mandatory tour of the flower and gourd gardens.  Even her three-year-old grandchild Emma can point out a “Profusion zinnia” and a “birdhouse gourd” that she planted.Peyton Ellas recalls a special place in her childhood garden.  Her father and uncles built a marvelous playhouse for her and her sisters.  Within the first year her sisters moved on to other adventures, but Peyton continued to use the playhouse, turning it into a garden snail sanctuary.  Hours she would spend there, carefully moving the snails from flower beds to playhouse, until they filled the drawers, cupboards, play sink, play refrigerator and every other space.  Her parents never complained or tried to stop her, or, as far as she knows, harmed any of her "pet" snails.Mark Bonar remembers an area of their yard that his father named the "South 40."  A trip to the nursery would result in several flats of plants being brought home and planted in the "South 40."  Planting was fun, but then the kids had the responsibility of weeding the "South 40."  Despite their grumbling about chores, the "South 40" helped Mark gain an appreciation for working with plants and soil, and pride of accomplishment for finishing a job. Several of our Master Gardeners have memories of the bounty raised in their childhood gardens.  
	Page 2: For Sara Williams, a memory involves the vegetable garden her mother and father planted.  Her family enjoyed fresh garden fruits all year due to her mom's canning during the summer.  In the fall, the remains of the vegetables were canned.  In the winter, the canned veggies were added to a pot of beef to make the most wonderful winter soup.  Sara is now building happy memories with her two small granddaughters.  They all meander through her garden sharing her love of flowers, watching the butterflies and birds, and playing with her little black dachshund.  The splendor of innocence easily brightens one’s day over and over again.   Dianne Sharples loved spending time with her grandfather in the garden, and she especially liked harvesting berries.  But oh how she hated the thorns!  That memory persisted and so Dianne has made sure that all the berries in her own garden are thornless.  Her grandfather's vegetables were always part of their Sunday dinners.  His love of gardening was inherited by her mother and sister, and although admittedly a late-bloomer, ultimately by Dianne as well.Debbie Cosio fell in love with gardening due to her Grandmother's example.  She had a huge potage type garden, where she planned the daily menu from what was ripe in the garden that day.  She raised most of the family's food and taught Debbie canning and preserving methods.  Her grandmother is long gone but very fondly remembered as Debbie works in her own garden.Anne Skinner's memory involves a special garden anecdote.  Her grandfather had a small rose garden in his Pennsylvania backyard.  One day Anne's mother asked him to cut some roses for a bouquet to Anne’s teacher.  Because Anne's grandfather stopped to cut her some roses, he was not in the first car down the coal mine shaft.  There was an accident at the mine that morning with many injuries and deaths.  Anne's grandfather credited the roses with saving his life.  Anne is truly thankful for roses.Meanwhile, Susan Sevier, who grew up in the Maryland suburbs of D.C., remembers how the climbing roses and peonies bloomed in May.  The peonies from their garden were used as a memorial.  Every Memorial Day they would travel to Pennsylvania near Gettysburg where they lay peonies on her great-grandfather's grave for his service in the Civil War, her grandfather's grave for his service in WWI, and now, on her father's grave for service in WWII.  Whenever Susan sees peonies, she feels thankful for all who have served our country.  May your gardens bring you special memories to share with your loved ones.  Happy Thanksgiving from the Master Gardeners.
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